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The Nlalrara Hallway Su.penslon Bridge. IMPROVED HEATER. I IMPROVED CAR AXLE BOX. 

Messrs. W. Milnor Roberts, Chief Engineer N. P. R. R., Jose Guardiola, Chocoill, Guatemala.-This consists of a heating furnace, Joseph A. Picard, North Platte, Neb.-This consists in the arrangement, 
T. E. Sickels, Chief Engineer U, P. R. R., and W. H. Paine, of new and improved construction, for heating air for drying purposes, and ,on the upper side of a journal box, of a reservoir for containing oil, pro
Assistant Engineer New York and Brooklyn Bridge, who for heating buildings, etc., having an inner and outer cylindrical shell in- vided with split tubes, having screw caps for controlling the flow of oil. 

closing an annular air space, and a central air pipe and radial pipes, that I The said tubes communicate with a series of holes in the back of the were lately employed to examine the Niagara Railway Sus- connects the same with the annular air space, and a flregrate and flreplace. .. brass" or bearing surface of the box through grooves cut in the brass 
pension Bridge, and to report upon its state and stability, The device alsc consists of a cold air pipe leading from the blower pipe to for that purpose. The device also consists in backing the said brass by a 
have concluded their labors. They report that they first ex- the hot air pipe beyond the heater, for the purpose of introducing cold air plate of iron and a heavy sheet of rnbber. 

in the place of hot air into the drying apartment when desired. This In-amined carefully those portions of the bridge supposed to vention was described and illustrated on p. 82,vo1.36. IMPROVED CROSS TIE FOR RAILWAYS. 
be defective, and found, at the anchorages where the strands Henry S.Wilson, Fernandina, Fla.-This consists of an iron beam having 
are separated and pass to and around the shoes, some of the IMPROVED HARNESS TRIMMING. wide flanges formed on its upper and lower sides, and provided with fixed 
outer wires somewhat corroded with rust: particularly at Isaac N. Just, Belding, MiCh.-This consists in the combination of the and removable clips for clamping the rail flange. The advantages claimed 

8winging wedge block, having its bottom concaved, and provided with a , are, that the cross tie is practically indestructible, and. that a track laid the first anchorage opened, where eight or ten wires were flange along its rear edge, and. an extension havin
.
g the inner. side of its I upon ties of this description Is more durable and less liable to accidenta 

corroded quite through. bottom bar concavcd or flat WIth the terret. In usmg the devlCe the free than those laid upon ordinary wooden ties. 
All of the badly rusted portions of the several wires have end of the tie-strap Is passed through the cavity of the extension and is I 

drawn back for a suitable distance. It is then drawn forward and draws' IMPROVED STEAM ROCK DRILL. 
been removed until perfectly sound wires were found under- the wedge block into the cavity of the extension, and clamps the said tie-' Joseph C. Githens, New YOlk city.-This reck drill Is so constructed as 
neath. The portions removed have now been replaced by spli- stra.p securely between the lower edge of the said block and the bottom bar. to avoid the necessity of a large steam chest upon the outside of the steam 
cing a new piece to each individual wire under the strain due of the extension. i cylinder to enable the drill to be used close to the top of the cutting. The 
t th . ht f th b' d ' middle part of the piston is made smaller and is surrounded with a ,Ieeve, o . e welg 0 e n ge. 

IMPROVED GLAZIER'S DIAMOND HOLDER. the space between the said middle part and the said sleeve serving as a The state of the strands now at this anchorage, and the Jacques E. Karelsen, New York city.-The object is to simplify the can- steam chest. The .team is introduced through guide pins screwed into 
general condition of the strands at the other anchorages, lead struction of glaziers' diamond holders in Common use in such a mdnner that the opposite sides of the cylinder, the inner ends of which enter curved 
them to the opinion that there is at none of them a diminu- I they can be made che'lper, and also so as to take up less room in the pocket. slots in the sides of the sleeve so that the said sleeve may be turned to 
tion of strength from corrosion of half of one per cen t which The Invention consists of the breaker being secured to the handle directly admit and exhaust the steam by the longitudinal movement of tbe piston. 
. . , . . . ' and In line with the axis cf the handle and of the swiveled diamond holder. IS as It ttle as might be expected m any Iron bndge structurll The present ferrule construction is thus dispensed with. 
standing the length of time this has stood; and it is to be 
noted that the oxidation of the wires has not taken place in IMPROVED TRACE BUCKLE. 

• Lyman D. Hubbard, Hume, N. Y., assiguor to himself and HenryC. the mam cables between the towers: b�t at the extn:m� shore 

I 
Brown, of same place.-This trace buckle is provided with a swinging 

ends near the shoes where the stram IS less than It IS else- tongue section pruvided with wedge-shaped sides, that slides in horizontal 
where. slots of the buckle frame. It is readily opened to detach the trace by pull-

Careful tests have proved conclusively that the wire has' ing . t?e same forward and swin2ing the lateral tongue section Into open 
lost none of its original strength from the strains to which it ' pOSItIOn. 

has been subjected, and there is no reason to believe that the IMPROVED COMBINED DRYER AND SMOKE HOUSE. 

bridge is now less capable of carrying the usual trains or the Ransom Sabin, Shelby, Mich.-This Is a building made of sheet metal 
and angle iron, having a flreplace, and a flue running around its interior 

test load which was at first imposed upon it. and out at the roof. It also consists in a circle provided with hooks, upon 
During the examinations they carefully noted that the ac-

I 
which to hang meat and other articles, and in the arrangement of swinging 

tion of the bridge under passing loads is normal; and as the shelves for supporting fruit and vegetables. 
heaviest locomotives and trains of eight or more loaded IMPROVED OILER. 
freight cars during this period were constantly using the William H. Harrison, Livermore, Ca1.-This oiler is so constructed as to 
bridge, they had excellent opportunities of observing their catch and hold any oil that may run down the stem, while stthe same time 
effect. It keeps the outside of the can free from all, and the caught oil free from 

dust. 
A further report, accompanied with drawings, is to be 

submitted at an early day, in which will be stated in detail 
the examinations that have been made and the results of 
numerous tests of the strength of wire from the cables. 

.... , .. 
NEW :MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED ORE SEPARATOR. 
• ,. I .. WiJ;iam M. Courtis, Wyandotte, Mich.-The tailings are received from 

Effect oC SunUght on Flour. the tall-race by a chute, and are projected between blocks and upon the 
It is maintained, says The Millstone, that the inferior qual- �:�!ti:��::,�c�:�iC��r��u
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ity of certain kinds of wheat and rye flour is frequently due heavier of the particles that pass through the grating fall toward the pipe 
to the action of sunlight on the flour; even when in bags or leading to the settling tank, while the lighter of such particles are carried 
barrels the gluten experiences a change similar to that occa- upward and discharged with the tailings. 
sioned by heating in the milL The tendency thus imparted IMPROVED RAILROAD SWITCH. 

.... , .. 
NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED BRUSH AND CANE CUTTER. 
Oliver Pickering, Needham, Mass., assignor to himself and Charles E. 

Keith, of same place.-This consists in a ferrule provided with the three 
hooks, a pivoted button, and a bolt. in combination with the handle, to re
ceive and hold the shank of the cutter. By this construction the cutter 
will be held securely in place while In use, and may be readily detached 
by removing the bolt. 

IMPROVED GRAIN SEPARATOR. 
'Theophilus Harrison and William C. Buchanan, Belleville, TIL-From 

thrashers the straw comes to the separator from six inches to three feet in 
depth, and the shaking packs the straw, so that it requires to be pulled 
apart by some Instrumentality. This is accomplished by rakes mounted 
on crank shafts, so that they are alteruately oscillated and carried forward 
over the straw, then down into it and back with it, thus pulling apart the 
straw at the point of juncture of the sections of the shaker. 

IMPROVED CRANBERRY SEPARATOR. 
Joseph C. Hinchman, Medford, N. J.- In using this machine, as the ber

ries drop through the space between boards they strike the forward part 
of the upper side of an upper roller, and the perfect berries bound over the 
upper edge of the inclined board and pass down from one to another of the 
boards until they are received in a box placed beneath the forward lower 
part of the case. The perfect berries that were prevented from bounding, 
and those that struck against the inner side of the board, pass down be
tween another set of boards to the next roller, where the same operation Is 
repeated, and so on to the last, when the bad berries drop into a suitable 
receptacle. 

NEW HOUSEHOLD INVENTIONS. 

to it, to become lumpy, and to form dough without tough- William H. Cooke, Wilton, Conn.-This @wltch ls operated by the pass- IMPROVED LAMP BURNER. 

ness, is similar to that of most grain, or of flour when it is ing locomotive. A notched bar is connected with the movable switch ralls, Char�es A. F�rron, �aris, Fr�nce,. aEslguor to George � Tuttle, New 

too fresh or made from grain ground too early or when ! and a locking �ever engage� with notches of said bar. By means of aT YO:k Clty.-ThIS conSIsts of an l�terlOr �ed,. and an . exterIor detacha�le, 
, 

• 

• 
, lever, the loekmg lever Is dIsengaged and the notched bar and rails are I guIde tube for the wick, to which the aIr IS supphed from the outsIde 

adulterated With cheaper barley meaL Such flour can be moved. Levers, which are moved by'the locomotive are placed each side through the base of the dome, and the iuside through a radial air channel 
improved by keeping some weeks. of and remnte from the notched bar and connected with the T lever by I of the conical base, arranged around the stem of the wick-adjustinl( spur ======::--===============-=-�� ____ means of rods. ' I wheels. The wick is evenly adjusted by intermeshing double spur wheels 

IMPROVED BOAT-DETACHING APPARATUS. 
in connection with flat side springs of the base part. The upper part of 

, the wick is closed, while the lower part is open, the closed part being �tttut �mtritau aud �ortign rgattut�. 
- -= �.- --�--=---- :---=-==== 

NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

William McR. Bell, Collingwood, Ontario, Canada.-This invention can- : arrested in its downward motion by a radial top plate or partition of the 
slsts of a detaching device applied to the boat, and made of a supporting' base section. The chimney, globe, and dome holder are supported on a 
frame with a pivoted tumbling bar and swinging tongue, locking by its ; collar of the base section, and by a guide r:ng on the outer wick tube. 
toothed or serrated end to a correspondingly toothed projection or catch I of the supporting plate, until the pressure on the tongue is released, and IMPROVED LINE FASTENER. 

IMPROVED HAME FASTENER. thereby the same detached. Andrew S. Goodrich, New York city, assignor to himself and Henry 
Tunis H. Poland, Farmersville, Collin County, Tex.-This hame fastener 

IMPROVED TURNSTILE. 
Goodrich, of same place.-This invention consists of a clothes-line sup-

comprises a pair of plates and a set of gradulated links. Upon one end of porter consisting of a suPVOrting plate, which is attached to the window 
the strap is formed an eye or hook to receive the hame loop. Upon the Alfred F. Swan, Hoboken, N. J.-This consists of parallel guide rails, casing cutside of the lower sash, and provided with a flxed horizontal arm, 
other end Is a hook, to be hooked into one or another of the links. This with central pivoted side standards, having rigid horizontal arms, of which carrying an upright standard and outer hook. On the inclined collar of 
fastening can be readily fastened and unfastened without taking off the I on� set exte�ds parallel. to the other at an oblique angle to the longitudinal the standard swinge a lever arm that supports the pulley line, the arm be
gloves, and with cold and benumbed flngers, and when fastened will hold aXlS of the stile. The SIde standards a�d arm� �re revolved and locke� by ing, at the end swinging on the post, Inclined in similar manner as the col
the hames securely. This invention is for sale. For terms, etc., address I hinged and spring-acted platforms, which are Jomtlyworked by the wmght lar, and secured by set-screw in inward or outward position thereon. 
the inventor as above. 'I of t,he person passing through the turnstile. One platform operates the I 

standards by ring-shaped sleeves, with pins entering spiral recesses of the IMPROVED SPICE BOX. 

. . 
IMPROVED 

.
BRUS�. . same. The second platform locks the standards by recesscs binding on Orvill M. Brock, Monroeton, Pa.-This consists in the combination of 

LeWIS Uttz, Nora S�rmgs, Io�a.-ThI8 .consl.sts of a brush ?ead, With a stop pins, jointly with the first platform or singly, to prevent the return of a pepper box and salt cellar, the latter being screwed on or otherwise at-
recessed bottom and Side Jugs, m connectlOn WIth a broom whIsk fasterung the e son tached to the former so that it may be readily detached when salt Is used. 
wire, that is wound around the head and the whisk ends, and retained by p r • , 

lugs and suitable end fastening. IMPROVED MILLSTONE CURB. 
William L. Taggart, Niles, Mich., assignor to himself and William R. 

IMPROVED SLATE. Taggart, of same place.--This Invention consists in a double walled curb 
George S.  Velez, New York city.-The object of this invention is to pro- for stones of flouring-mills, the inner wall being provided with openings 

vide an improved device for flcilitating and expediting the multiplication and deflectors, which receive the air from the Interior of the curb, and 
of larger and smaller numbers by the assistmce of mechanical means. It I deliver it to the 'pace between the double walls. Apertures are provided 
consists of a slate with a sliding slate rule, guided in a slot or recess of the in the top of the curb for the admission of air between the walls of the curb. 
slate, and worked in connection with the graduated or subdivided edges A tube that connects the space between the walls with an exhaust fan, the 
or the adjoining slate sections. I object being to provide efficient means for ventilating burr stones, so that 

IMPROVED BAG FASTENER. I ����:r.City of the stones may be increased and the quality of flour im-

...e ... 

NEW WOODWORKING AND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE 

BUILDING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED SHEET METAL ROOFING. 
Henry W. Smith, Waynesburg, 0., assiguor tt' himself and Thomas C. 

Snyder, of same place.-This consists in the use of flanged sheets and 
anchors. The roofing is held securely without driving nails through the 
sheets of metal composing the same. The peculiar form of the seam per
mits of expansion or contraction without injury to the roof. 

Constantin Lazarevitch, Brooklyn, N. Y.-This invention consis.ts in a I IMPROVED WATER WHEEL. 
�ectangular frame of.metal sewed to the �outh of the bag at one SIde. It 

I Andrew Jamison, Taylorstown, Pa.-This invention consists in a water IMPROVED MACHINE FOR PLANING WOOD. 
18 shorter t�an the w�dth of the bag, and IS ?rovlded wlth bu�kle-sh�ped ; wheel provided ,,'ith semi-cylindrical or wedge-shaped buckets, TJlaced In Frederic Godeau, Paris, France, assignor to Pierre Ferdinand Arbey, of 
catches at ItS lower 81de near each �md, whlch are <;ach pr�Vlded With a a channel in the middle parts of said wheel. Holes lead from the rin" same place.-The knife rests on the front bearing .jf cheek of a lower plate. 
number of bars. A har of metal havmg formed upon It two hooks capable " " The top plate bears by its front part or face on the knife, and is curved to 
of engaging with the bars of the buckle-shaped catches Is sewed on the i 

channel m sRid w�eel at the �nds of the bucke.ts, out through th� en.ds of 
be r�ised a short distance above the main part of the knife for the same 

side OPposi-te the rectangular frame. The parts are so arranged that the I the wheel. By th18 constr�c'lon the. water, a� It enters the wheel, Impmges purpose of leaving the knife free of pressure at the rear part. The lower 
loose Hides of the mouth of the bag may be folded in upon its contents, and i �pon the buckets, a�d by ItS force glVes motion to the wheel. At th� same plate is secured by fastening screws passing down through the plate into 
the rectangular frame closed over the loose sides of the mouth. The bar' time the rapid motIon of the wheel keeps the buckets �nd holes m the the cutter-head, or from below, through the cutter-head, into the plate. 
having the hooks is cl:sed over all in snch a manner as to draw the side: lower part of the wheel f�ll of water, so that the wheel Will be driven by The top plate is secured to the cutter-head by fastening screws near the 
agalns t the rectangular frame, and is then hooked to the buckle-shaped: both the force and the wetght of the water. cent" of the plate, or to the lower plate, as described. For the purpose 
catches. IMPROVED POST AND PILE DRIVER. of sharpening the cutting knives a grinding attachment is arranged at the 

IMPROVED BALE HOOK. I William A. Newton, Pappinville, Mo.-This machine is mounted on , top of the frame. The side plates of the. frame car;y a  lateral . revolving 
Henry Hauschildt, New York city.-The object is to provide for the wheels so as to be moved from pJace to place as desired. Its standards may, shaft, on which Is placed a laterally shdmg but aXlally revolVing emery 

handling of bales an improved hook that is rigidly connected to the handle be adjusted into a vertical position when the surface of the ground into I wheel, that is adjusted to the knife to be sharpened by means of a hand 
without working loose therein, or injuring the hand of the workman using: which the posts are to be driven is inclined. The standards also serve as I lever, connected with suitable mechanism. By moving the lever handle to 
it. A cross pin is passed through a longitudinal h31e of the handle, and an ways for the hammer, which may be made in parts securely bolted together, ' either side, the ready following of the revolving emery wheel is caused. 
eye of the shank end of tb3 hook. The shank end may be threaded and I so that its weight may be Increased or diminished as required. 4 •• ' .. ---
screwed into a screw 'ocket of the handle, the key being also threaded at I the end and screwed into the wood olthe handle at the side opposite to ! IMPROVED CAR COUPLING. NEW TEXTILE INVENTION. 

the longitudinal entrance hole of the key. I 
John B. P. Mohan, Dryden, Minn., 88si'mor of one third his right to 

I Thomas D. M. Mohan, of same place.-The mode of operation is as fol- IMPROVED SHUTTLE BOX LOOM. 
IMPROVED COMBINED COLLAR AND HAl'4E. i lows: The link passes into the drawhead under and against the rear of a James Hyde, Stottville, N. Y.-This is an improved fancy loom, eo can-

Ezra Stroud, Riceford, Minn.-This relates to an improved collar and lever, lifting the latter against the spring until its recess receives a spring strncted that It may be run at greater speed and at less expense than ordl
hsme combined, which may be fltted in flexible and easy manner to any bolt, which then holds the lever in a horizontal position against the tension nary fancy looms; and that may be worked without pickers or spindles. 
size of neck of a horse, and which admits the adjustment of the draft on of a spring. As .oon as the shaft or key is turned sufficiently to force back I The construction cannot be explained without the aid of detailed drawings. 
the harne, and the convenient opening and closing of the collar and hame the bolt, the spring forces down the rear and up the front end of the lever, � It is, however, exceedingly Ingenious, and forms an improvement in weav-
for putting the same on or off the neck. I thus uncoupling the cars. I ingwhich Is well wor thy of careful examination. 
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